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Go big with your show

ABOUT 
US

Kvant Show Production is more than just a leader in the laser industry. We create 
extraordinary experiences for over 25 years, with satisfied clients from more than 
60 countries. We go above and beyond just laser shows. Our award-winning show 
production services offer multimedia shows, kinetic shows, 3D laser/video mapping, 
video projection, laser display, light show and more. 

We can build anything from a small installations, corporate events to big festivals or 
dome projections. Anything you can think of, we can do it!

Our shows are always customers driven, innovative and professional. Our qualified 
team based in Bratislava, Slovakia is always ready to design a perfect light show, no 
matter where the final location of the show is.

Award-winning
show production
services
“
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City Arena opening / 2015
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COMBINING MORE TYPES OF MEDIA TOGETHER 
OFFERS UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE.

MULTIMEDIA 
SHOW

A Multimedia show requires knowledge not only about lasers, in which we are 
specialists. The elements that are most often integrated are audio, lighting, 
video, FX´s, pyrotechnics, etc. wisely combined and perfectly synchronized. 
Our staff is constantly aware of the state of the art of these technologies and 
use them to execute their creativity in a show that the audience will recall 
every time they hear of your brand, event or city.

Laser Display Shows
3D Video Mapping
Water-screen Projections

LED screens
Dancers
Fireworks

Sound
Lighting and SFX
Media to Music Synchronization

https://youtu.be/hWWA5uUlVHA


OUTDOOR 
MULTIMEDIA 
SHOW
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Go big with your show

Our operators are certified and have done multiple 
installations around the world at stadiums, main 
squares, racetracks, beach shores, etc. We use 
profesional hi-power equipment to ensure the best 
quality and safe performance.

NYE Bratislava / 2019
Deti Ráje / 2015Vltava lives / 2014

Outdoor events are frequently large scale and 
encounter parameters that require expertise 
know-how.

https://youtu.be/Pq17C85lLrU
https://youtu.be/3nvVbj_BeSA
https://youtu.be/meiODW-BMq8
https://youtu.be/3nvVbj_BeSA
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Music Awards Ceremony / 2020
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Go big with your show

This show for KOH-I-NOOR in Moscow was 
awarded the 2nd place at ILDA Awards 2013.

We have provided solutions to corporate events, 
concerts, filming industry, TV sets, social events, 
teambuildings. etc. Whether a massive of a few 
hundred attendants there is no small show for us.

Miss Slovakia / 2016

INDOOR 
MULTIMEDIA 
SHOW

https://youtu.be/AT-fg3I6CJs
https://youtu.be/-jyGYwbo0Gc
https://youtu.be/AT-fg3I6CJs
https://vimeo.com/166800328


VW Open Days / 2018
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Multimedia show

SHOW FOR BMW 2 ACTIVE TOURER WON THE 1ST PLACE AT ILDA AWARDS 2015, DUBAI

https://youtu.be/zVhZ16yLVn0
https://youtu.be/MNt6R4WVUCg
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Corporate laser show / Audi Q5
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Laser display show to music synchronisation

This type of show usually combines 
atmospheric and 3D laser graphic effects - all 
precisely synchronised to music. Any company 
logo can be turned into a stunning 3D laser 
animation and also laser mapping of various 
objects can be very “wow” effective. 

Using water or gauze projection screens in 
conjunction with lasers is very popular and 
adds another dimension to the show. This type 
of show is suitable for most indoor venues of 
various sizes.

Philips lights up Juventus Stadium / Laser graphic

CORPORATE 
LASER 
DISPLAY

https://youtu.be/ycQiTbqz0M8
https://youtu.be/gqyrwk-ZeXA
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Opening ceremony SLOVAN / 2019
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Laser display show to music synchronisation

NBS - Velvet revolution / 2019

https://youtu.be/bp0YkDIjdpI
https://youtu.be/bp0YkDIjdpI
https://youtu.be/QR15dME4C6I
https://youtu.be/QR15dME4C6I
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European Championships Endurance / 2015
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LED screen and video projection

We own over 1000 square meters of various pitch LED screens as well as 
several 40k ANSI video projectors; all available for hire.

Our projectors are high-lumen models, 
unequalled color reproduction, excellent 
image resolution. These projectors can fit 
in several types of venues: auditoriums, 
theatres, trade shows, concerts, even 
outdoors thanks to its robust constructions. 
Powerful to project high quality images on 
monuments and large buildings, performing 

some of the most engaging 3D mapping 
experiences when in combination with a 3D 
laser mapping. 

Our graphic designers are also ready to work 
on your storyboards, and prepare the video 
content in the right format for your application. 

VIDEO 
PRODUCTION

No event is complete without video. The crowd is every time looking forward to be entertained 
and inform and the video projection has been and excellent tool of communication. Is also often a 
more cost-effective way of creating a spectacle.

https://vimeo.com/139813959
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Prague City / 2019
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Bring objects to life

3D mapping is a special technique of 
projecting 3D effects onto a surface. The 
projection can be done virtually onto any 
type of surface of any size and complexity. 
3D video mapping brings to life even the 
most boring walls and objects.

Videomapping production and showdesign by Art4promotion
Technical support, video equipments, onsite operation by Kvant 
Show Production
Client: Prague City

3D VIDEO 
MAPPING
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Festival of light / 2016
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3D video mapping

Hudba 
vs Burza 

2014

MCAE – ŠKODA

IIHF World 
Championship 

2015

KHL 
All Star 

Game

https://youtu.be/HvDH90IWXuQ
https://youtu.be/b1SI7ygqgVg
https://youtu.be/AkcvplIkFag
https://youtu.be/XlVim-auCHM
https://youtu.be/OlqSuzhxnSA
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Lina Mayer / Scientists’ Night 2016
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Holostage in any dimensions

For the first time in Slovakia, KVANT produced 
a holographic projection as part of Scientists’ 
Night 2016.
 The size of “Holostage” was 8 x 4 meters. All 
the equipment had to be set up exactly right so 
the holographic illusion became near-real visual 
experience.
The singer Lina Mayer performed a couple of 
songs, during which she was cloned, split and 

twisted in various ways in front of the audience. 
We also “supplied” her with some abstract 3D 
artefact that she was able to “play” with during 
her performance.
This first real test of holography proved we can 
do it, and so from now on, the 
holography is added to our show 
production services portfolio.

HOLOGRAPHIC 
PROJECTION

https://youtu.be/W90i1Sf3hpY
https://youtu.be/HO9k2ecrla0
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Slovak exposition at EXPO Astana / 2017
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Custom fixed installations

Our creative team can design and produce custom installation tailored to your 
presentation purpose.

SILVER AWARD
Exhibition Design

ORIGINAL 
MULTIMEDIA 
INSTALLATIONS

We provide solutions for museums, turistic 
atractions, public buildings, shopping centers, 
exhibition booth’s,etc. Bring over your idea and 
we’ll execute it from the stroryboard until the 
show’s presentation. Providing all the material, 
installation and post installation support if is the 
case.

Suitable for business premises, exhibition 
booths, and anywhere you plan to impress.

https://youtu.be/oXT8zoICZBE
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BMW 7 release / 2015
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Water shows

THE VIDEO AND LASER PROJECTIONS ONTO WATER SCREENS ARE 
NICE ADDITION TO ANY MULTIMEDIA SHOW.

WATER 
SCREEN

The water screen is a thin film of water acting as a projection surface because the droplets 
are smaller than the pixels projected allowing light, lasers, or video to project onto. The 
projected images will look like floating holograms. It can be installed outdoors or indoors.

https://youtu.be/310EvfRrGIM
https://youtu.be/310EvfRrGIM
https://youtu.be/IGdVAgl2Fgc


Shell Gala Awards Ceremony / 2019
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Movement around the audience
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These kinetic LED balls are a great way to enhance visual experience at almost 
any event.

European Researchers’ Night / 2019

KINETIC 
SHOW

Kinetic lights are a system that use the mechanical and lighting technologies and a control software 
so you can move illuminated objects; spheres, LED pixel tubes, mirrors, etc. It’s programmable so it 
can be used to your stage designs.

https://youtu.be/cHvYKqrPiFo
https://youtu.be/cHvYKqrPiFo
https://youtu.be/rQslL-3jTKo?t=66
https://youtu.be/rQslL-3jTKo?t=66
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Festival of light / 2016
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Action around the audience

It consist of a portable geodesic dome of 20 m 
diameter which is at the same time a spherical 
projection system. It is a lightweight structure 
that, theoretically, could be placed anywhere. 
Its spherical shape brings the chance to build 

a 360o Multimedia Show, using sound, lasers 
and video projection, the audience will be 
surrounded by visual elements causing the 
feeling of being part of the action.

SPHERICAL 
PROJECTION

https://youtu.be/K8p5UzOYIVY
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David Guetta / O2 Arena, 2015
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Power for long distance

Large venues require powerful systems and a large amount of 
equipment. Our warehouse is full with more than enough profesional 
systems and up to date technology for a fast, safe installation and 
the best results guarantee. Our technicians have a vast experience 
working at large distances and heights at the speed that usually the 
festivals require.

FESTIVAL 
BIG STAGES

https://youtu.be/HkGDYEJGKJE
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Let it Roll / 2018
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Big festivals and stages

Masters of Hardcore / 2020

https://youtu.be/iUOHp0llUHk
https://youtu.be/iUOHp0llUHk
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Medusa Sunbeach Festival / 2016
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Big festivals and stages

Skrillex / Sonar, 2015

https://youtu.be/1eBwuqA2omo
https://youtu.be/PW5NwpnHJ0g
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Prolight+Sound / Frankfurt, 2017
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Synchronised laser display 

These award-winning laser displays synchronised with dancers are very 
popular among audiences around the world and have captured a lot of 
attention on social media too.

LASER & DANCE 
PERFORMANCE 
SHOW

https://youtu.be/-xzP0YlJTOg
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Mirror family / Talent show 2015
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Dance performance with laser

The combination of finest laser art, Slovakia’s best dancers, mind-blowing costumes 
and topnotch choreography brought to this world one of the most extravagant shows 
we’ve ever produced.

This show can be set for up to 12 dancers.

MIRROR 
FAMILY

https://vimeo.com/166925467
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Prolight+Sound / Frankfurt, 2014
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We can arrange this show to be produced and synchronised to music of your choice. 

Dance group Ladylicious has become famous 
after their very successful entry at the local Got 
Talent show. At present they perform in Créme- 
de-la-Créme shows. 

This show was performed at Prolight+Sound 2014 
in Frankfurt and was awarded the 1st place at 
ILDA Awards 2014 in Las Vegas.

Dance performance with laser

LADYLICIOUS

https://youtu.be/lqw3Gd4vGGs
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Vertigo UV dance laser show / Bory mall, 2014
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Dance performance with laser

Acrobatic dance and laser show / Frankfurt, 2016

https://youtu.be/0eQlf4zlGu4
https://vimeo.com/162941657
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They are versatile in numerous dance styles including hip hop, street dance, LA style, B-Boying 
and also classical dance. The main emphasis of the group is presenting a perfect show and 
performing a spectacle that is unforgettable for their audience. We are able to do BIG shows up 
to 32 dancers worldwide!

Tron Dance is performed by the Pastels, a dance company that has been finalist twice in the TV 
show “Czech&Slovaks Got talent”. The beauty of this performance relies on their programmable 
LED wardrobe to the rhythm of the audio track and/or in conjunction with a multimedia show.

Football player of the year / Bratislava, 2015
47

Dance performance with laser

TRON 
DANCE

https://youtu.be/3VAn48qyEuU
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Effective laser beam bar
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One laser bar is consisting of 10 powerful laser beams and 10 bright warm-white LEDs. Installation 
of several units creates heavy impact effect that is definitely eye catching.

Prolight+Sound / Frankfurt, 2017

If you want to add a definite wow factor to your show then add laser bars.

LASER-LED 
BAR

https://youtu.be/-xzP0YlJTOg
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Cold spark fountains
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The traditional pyro effects are one offs and have to be set up in a special way. They cannot be 
stopped once set off and therefore it’s also impossible to rehearse them.
- Sparkular units can be used indoors and near to the people since they are not dangerous
- With Sparkular you can safely achieve pyro-like effects without the need of special permits
- It works with DMX control and can be shot multiple time
- Sparkular produces 80% less smoke than traditional pyrotechnic

The new “cold spark fountain” is easy to use close proximity pyro-like effect 
which is safe for any stage and even indoors.

SPECIAL FX  
SPARCULARS | FLAMERS

Eurovolley / 2019
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Kvant Show Production
Odborárska 23, 831 02 Bratislava 

Slovakia, Europe

W W W . K V A N T L A S E R S . S K

Laser & Multimedia show
Rental Lasersystems
Michal Šimkovič
simkovic@kvant.sk
+421 905 344 635
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